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ABSTRACT 

The pressure drop of the flow inside the pipeline is an important parameter to be 

determined before proceeding with the design. This parameter is very important to 

pipeline size selection and the design of the downstream facilities. Underestimation 

of pressure drop will give a smaller pipe size than required, thus the transportation 

capacity will be restricted. In the other hand, overestimation of pressure drop will 

cause in oversized pipeline, worse sweeping characteristics, and possible solid 

dropout and corrosion issues. The wrong prediction of pressure drop is likely to 

occur in a liquid-liquid two phase system which false predictions of interface 

configurations are made. A tlat intertace is assumed between the phases which 

actually highly applicable for high-density differential system, such as gas-liquid 

system under earth condition. However, tor liquid-liquid system with small density 

differences or in reduced gravity system, the factor of curvature interface must be 

considered. The interface configuration tor liquid-liquid systems can either be tlat, 

concave or convex. Hence, to overcome this problem, a model is developed to 

calculate pressure drop tor liquid-liquid system that will consider the tactor of 

curvature interface between the phases. In this modelling, two-fluid model is used for 

prediction of pressure drop and this model is derived to make it applicable tor 

stratified tlow system only. The model is developed by using MATLAB 

programming and it is tested with tew sets of input data. The calculated pressure 

drop from this model is compared with experimental data to check for its reliability. 

As a conclusion, it is shown that tlat-shape intertace assumption is not the best 

assumption for this prediction. The percentage difference of prediction is very large 

when it was compared to experimental data. Curvature intertacial contiguration is 

assumed to give best prediction, however, in this project, the curvature interfuce 

assumption not give an expected result. This is due to some ambiguity in cross 

sectional area and wetted perimeter derivation formula used in this model. Hence, 

modification in the correlated function has to be developed to prove that calculation 

using the curved interface will give better assumption of pressure drop. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of Study 

The flows of two immiscible liquids are encountered in a diverse range of processes 

and equipments especially in the petroleum industry, where mixtures of oil and water 

are transported inside the pipeline over long distances. A lot of studies have been 

conducted to predict of oil-water flow characteristics, such as flow pattern, water 

holdup and pressure gradient of the flow (Bertola, 2003). In this project, the study 

will be specifically designed to determine the pressure drop for two-phase, liquid

liquid system inside the pipeline by using MATLAB as a programming tool. 

The flow pattern of stratified flow is used in this study since it is considered 

as the basic tlow contiguration in horizontal and inclined two-phase systems of a 

finite density differential (Bertola, 2003) . The flow patterns are assumed to have 

three types of intertace, which are convex, concave and plane-shaped intertitces. 

These types of interface are associated with a different contact area between the two 

tluids and between the tluids and the pipe wall. Depending on the physical system 

involved, these variations can have prominent effects on the pressure drop and 

transport phenomena in the system (Gorelik & Brauner, 1999). 

1.2 Problem Statement 

1.2.1 Problem Identification 

Traditionally, the consideration of interfuce curvature is related to capillary and small 

scale systems, where the effect of surface tension becomes comparable with gravity. 

In a large scale system, the natural trend is to neglect the surtitce phenomena. This is 

justified in high-density differential systems, such as gas-liquid systems under earth 

conditions. However, in liquid-liquid systems with small density ditlerences or in 

reduced gravity systems, surface phenomena maybe dominated which resulted in a 

curved interface contiguration. This curved intertace may significantly atrect the 

local and integral two-phase flow characteristics (Brauner, Rovinsky, & Moalem 



Maron, 1996). In order to do more precise pressure drop prediction tor this system, 

the curvature effect is important and must take into account in the calculation. 

1.2.2 Significance oftbe Project 

Determination of the two phases, liquid-liquid system pressure drop is not as easy as 

gas-liquid system as it is a must to consider the curvature factor of the interface 

between the phases of liquid-liquid system. This modelling will assist engineers to 

obtain pressure drop value to be used as a main basis of their design. The closer the 

prediction, the better of size of pipeline can be made thus will be beneficial in terms 

of cost. As a conclusion, this modelling is very essential for engineers as they need to 

understand the characteristic of the flow system such as the pressure drop in order for 

them to design the pipeline with proper and safer size. 

1.3 Objective and Scope of Study 

1.3.1 Project Objective 

The objective of this project is to develop a MA TLAB programming code to 

simulate and predict the pressure drops in a two-phase, liquid-liquid system in a 

horizontal pipeline based upon various interfacial configurations. The calculated 

pressure drop from the simulation will be compared to the experimental data tor 

validation. 

1.3.2 Scope of Project 

The project involves computer simulation work using MATLAB programming tool 

to predict the effect of interfacial curvature shapes towards the pressure drop in a 

two-phase, liquid-liquid flow in a horizontal pipe. Based upon two-fluid model and 

the experimental data of liquid heights in the pipeline system, a programming code 

will be developed that will calculate the differential pressure. The calculated pressure 

drops will be compared with the experimental pressure drop data previously found to 

validate the findings. 
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CHAPTER2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 General Description of Liquid-Liquid Flows: Flow Patterns 

Flows of two immiscible liquids are encountered in a diverse range of processes and 

equipments such as petroleum industry, where mixtures of oil and water are 

transported in pipes over long distances. Lot of studies have been conducted to 

predict oil-water flow characteristics such as flow pattern, water hold-up and 

pressure gradient; and these characteristics are important in many engineering 

applications. However, despite their importance, liquid-liquid flows have not been 

explored to the same extent as gas-liquid flow (Brauner, 2003). 

Diverse flow patterns were observed in liquid-liquid systems through their 

visual observation such as photographic/video techniques, or on abrupt changes in 

the average system pressure drop. Based on their observation, the flow patterns can 

be classitied into tour basic prototypes which includes stratitied layers with either 

smooth or wavy interface; large slugs, elongated or spherical, of one liquid in the 

other; a dispersion of relatively tine drops of one liquid in the other; annular tlow, 

where one of the liquids forms the core and the other liquid flows in the annulus. 

However, in many cases, the tlow pattern is usually combination of these basic 

prototypes (Brauner, 2003). 

Sketches of various possible tlow patterns observed in horizontal systems are 

illustrated as in Figure I. Stratified flow with a complete separation of the liquids 

may happen tor some limited range of relatively low tlow rates where the stabilizing 

gravity force due to a finite density difference is dominant. When the flow rates are 

increasing and exceed the upper limit of stratitied tlow, the interface will display a 

wavy character with possible entrainment of drops at one side or both sides of the 

intertitce. 

3 
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Figure 1: Flow Patterns for Two- Phase, I ,iquid-1 ,iquid Flow System (Hewitt et al. 
2002) 

From the above tigure, stratitied tlow is the simplest and basic tlow. This type of 

flow is chosen as a case of study in this project. Further explanation of the stratified 

tlow will be discussed in the tollowing paragraph. 

2.1.1 Stratified Flow 

Stratitied tlow is considered as a basic tlow pattern in horizontal contiguration 

liquid-liquid systems of a finite density difference in some range of low flow rates. 

The two phases of liquids will segregate and torm two layers in the pipeline. The 

modelling of liquid-liquid stratified flows phenomenon requires the consideration of 

additional aspects in comparison to gas-liquid stratitied tlow due to difterences in 

their physical properties. The uncertainty in measuring an interfacial shear stress for 

liquid-liquid system is greater in comparison with gas-liquid system. 

In liquid-liquid flow system which is having a relatively low density 

difference, surface tension and wetting effects become important, and the interface 
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shape (convex, concave, plane) is an additional field that has to be solved (Brauner, 

2003). Figure 2 shows the basic interfacial configurations for a liquid-liquid system 

in a stratified flow. 
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Figure 2: Schematic Description of Stratified Flow Configuration 
(Bertola et al, 2003) 
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A configuration of a curved interface is associated with a variation in the contact area 

between the two fluids, and between the fluids and the pipe wall. This variation will 

significantly atlect on the pressure drop and transport phenomena depending on the 

physical properties involved. 

Based on (Abdullah, 2008, 2009), at certain superficial velocity of water and 

superficial velocity of oil, stratified flow can be observed by using high-speed 

camera. Results from his observation are shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Flow pattern map for two-phas~ oil-water flow in a 14.0 mm 
diameter pipe. 

2.2 Two-fluid Flow Experiments 

Many studies have been conducted to understand the characteristics of oil-water flow 

in horizontal pipelines. Some of the experimental results obtained are used to 

propose several flow pattern maps or correlations for horizontal oil-water flow. In 

addition to the experimental studies, models for predicting the flow pattern 

transitions have also been developed. 

Most of the available experimental data are for small-diameter pipes and 

mineral oils. Even though these studies provide a considerable amount of 

information regarding oil-water flow patterns in horizontal pipes, several important 

aspects of this problem have yet to be considered (Arenas-Medina et al. 2000). The 

models for flow pattern transition prediction were validated using very limited 

experimental data. Thus, it is not clear whether the proposed criteria can be used to 

predict the flow pattern in real lines transporting liquid-liquid two phase system. 
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There are various methods has been applied in order to study the types of 

flow pattern in a two-phase, liquid-liquid system in pipeline. One of them is through 

the visualization technique using a high-speed video recording. This technique is 

very difficult to apply when studying flow patterns at high flow velocities where the 

interface may not have a clear shape. Moreover, tlow visualization techniques 

require the use of pipes with transparent walls. The other method is using the photon 

attenuation technique, which however unsuitable tor a system involving crude oil 

since its physical properties is almost similar to water. 

The latest method is the utilization of conductivity probes, which requires the 

interpretation of the measured raw electrical signal into the local volume fractions of 

a phase The highly fluctuating nature of two-phase flow often introduces large 

uncertainties in the signal processing. One example on the identification of flow 

patterns is carried out based on measurement of the transversal water fraction profile 

(Arenas-Medina et al., 2000). 

Liu et. al, (2008) investigated the in-situ phase distribution of the two fluids 

in the pipeline by characterizing by the height of water climbing along the wall and 

the height of water layer of the vertical plane passing the pipe axis, which was 

measured by two sets of different conductance probes. Each set included parallel 

chrome! wires and parallel ring probes with the spacing of 40 mm. A probe 

consisting of two chrome! wires traversed the diameter of the pipe vertically as 

shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 4: Schematic of the parallel chrome! wires (Liu et. al., 2008) 
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The wire probe which consists of the parallel wires that behaved like a pair of 

parallel cylinders separated by a fixed distance of 1.3 mm. One of the wires was 

excited with a high-frequency alternating voltage inducing a current through the 

probe that was dependent on the height of water layer between the wires. On the 

other hand, the parallel ring probe is shown in Figure 5 was composed of a pair of 

brass rings with the thickness of 4 mm, and these rings were embedded flush with the 

inner surtace of pipe covered by insullac. Nonconductive acrylic resin with the axial 

thickness of I 0 mm was filled between the parallel rings. Both probes were statically 

calibrated by locating the depth of probes submerged by water. 

Figure 5: Schematic of the parallel ring probes (Liu et. al.. 2008) 

In order to get the image of the tlow pattern, 30 frames per second digital video 

camera is placed at a position 0.5 m downstream of the inlet (Timmerhaus et. al, 

2003). The image will be recorded through the acrylic viewing section by this 

camera and the data will be sent to a computer-based data acquisition for further 

analysis. 

The list of other previous experimental works related to this study is shown in 

Appendix III. 



2.3 Two-fluid l<'low Modelling. 

Two-fluid modelling has been studied by various researchers in both gas-liquid and 

liquid-liquid systems. A number of derived models based upon the two-fluid model 

have been developed. In this section, some of previous works on stratified flow were 

reviewed. 

Brauner & Rovinsky ( 1996) explored that a conliguration of a plane interlace 

between two stratified layers is appropriate for two-phase system which are 

dominated by gravity, as is the case tor large scale air-water system under the earth 

gravitation. However, for general two-fluid system the prescription of the 

characteristic interlace curvature is required in order to initiate the solution of the 

flow problem and associated transport phenomena. Energy considerations are 

employed to predict the intertace conliguration. The etlect of the tluid physical 

properties, in situ hold up, tube dimension and wall adhesion on the characteristic 

interlace curvature are explored. The prediction of interlace curvature provides the 

closure relation required for a complete solution of stratified flows with curved 

interlaces tor a variety oftwo tluid systems. 

The two-fluid model is also used to solve the momentum equations for a 

variable interfuce curvature (Brauner & Rovinsky, 1997). Energy considerations 

provide a closure relation for the interface curvature. The analysis identifies all the 

input dimensionless parameters which determine the solution for the stratified flow 

pattern. When these are given, a complete solution of the problem is obtained, 

including the interfuce shape, in situ hold·up and pressure drop. Two-fluid model 

provides a reasonable estimate of the in situ hold-up and pressure drop over a wide 

range of interfacial curvature and flow rates. The biggest error is obtained when the 

two-fluid model is applied for a configuration of a fully eccentric highly viscous 

core, in which case the two-fluid model significantly over predicts the lubrication 

etfect of the less viscous phase. 

Gorelik and Brauner (1999) found out that the analytical solutions for the 

interface shape between two immiscible fluids and for the capillary pressure in 

unidirectional axial laminar pipe flow is determined by three parameters. They are 

the holdup; the fluid or wall wettability angle, and the EOtvOs number. The model of 



constant characteristic curvature provides a good description of the intertacial shape 

and enables extending the parameter space where analytical solutions of stratified 

tlow can be obtained. 

The theory-based closure relations for the wall and interfacial shear stresses 

previously obtained for laminar stratified flow has been further expanded in order to 

be applied into turbulent flows in either or both of the phases (Brauner & Ullman, 

2005). The closure relations are formulated in terms of the single phase-based 

expressions, which are augmented by two-phase interaction fuctors subjected to the 

flow of the two phases in the same channel. These closure relations were used as a 

platfom1 for introducing necessary empirical corrections required in the stratified 

wavy flow regimes. They also had obtained new empirical correlation for the wave 

effect on the interfuce curvature, on the interfacial shear and on the liquid wall shear 

wear. The new closure relations are essentially representing correctly the interaction 

between the phases over a wide range of the stratified tlow parameters space in the 

stratified smooth and stratified wavy regime. 

In order to investigate tlow pattern transition in horizontal pipelines carrying 

oil-water mixtures, full-scale experiments have been carried out by Arenas-Medina 

and the colleagues (2000). In the experiment, a 16-in pipeline conveying light crude 

oil was used and it was connected to freshwater network to control the input water 

volume fraction. A special device i.e. the multi-point sampling probe was designed 

and installed into the pipeline. Based on the water fraction data obtained from the 

experiment, a tlow pattern map was constructed. The experimental stratitied 

transition boundary was compared with the theoretical criteria obtained in the linear 

stability analysis of stratitied two-phase liquid-liquid tlow. It was tbund that the 

stratified transition can be predicted with reasonable accuracy based on the viscous 

Kelvin-Helmholtz analysis. The study also revealed that in stratitied crude oil-water 

flow, complete phase separation does not occur. There is always a small amount of 

water dispersed almost unitbrmly in the oil layer. 

A similar approach has also being employed by Chakrabarti et al. (2005) to 

study the pressure drop characteristics during the simultaneous flow of kerosene

water mixture. Using a horizontal pipeline facility of 0.025-m diameter pipe, 

measurements of pressure gradient were made for different combinations of phase 
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superficial velocities ranging from 0.03-2 m/s such that the regimes encountered 

includes the smooth stratified, wavy stratified, three layer flow, plug flow and oil 

dispersed in water tlow patterns. A model was developed, which considered the 

energy minimization and pressure equalization ofhoth phases. 

On the other note, Fan and Wang (2007) proposed a new closure relationship 

of wetted-wall fraction: liquid-wall friction factor and interfacial-friction factor. An 

iterative calculation procedure was proposed to solve the two-tluid model tor liquid 

hold up and pressure gradient. Comparison between model predictions and 

experimental data show that the proposed model agrees well with the data collected 

in the present study. As a result, the average percentage errors of liquid holdup and 

pressure-gradient prediction are 2.9% and 3.2%, respectively. 

Liu et al. (2008) had performed experiments to study the segregated flow 

pattern in a 26.1-mm diameter, horizontal, stainless steel test section. The oil-water 

interfacial behaviour was observed carefully. Due to the dominant effect of 

interfacial tension and wall-wetting properties of liquids over the gravity especially 

fur small EOtvOs number system,the oil water interface exhibits a concave-down 

configuration. Two-fluid model has been used to calculate a pressure gradient in this 

system. Comparison between experimental data and theoretical data shows that the 

experimental data agrees well with the measurement after the conventional two-fluid 

model is extended to tackle segregated flow with curved interface. The full 

description of the researches will be shown in tabulated table in Appendix I. 

A lot of benefits can be obtained from this study. As example, from the 

pressure drop profile prediction, engineers can predict the behaviour of the flow thus 

helping them to make a preliminary design in pipeline sizing. I fthe pressure drop is 

expected to be very high or too low, the engineer must take action and do 

modification in their design betore finalizing their design and betore it is ready to be 

manufactured. 
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CHAPTER3 

METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Research Methodology 

In this study, a computer simulation work involving the MATLAB programming will 

be carried out to determine the pressure drop of a two-phase, liquid-liquid system in 

a horizontal pipeline. Available data and fluid properties from the actual experiment 

such as the height of wire and ring probes; liquid densities, viscosities and flow rates; 

experimental pressure drops; are obtained from the study previously done by 

Abdullah (2008, 2009). The details and properties of fluids involved in this study are 

shown in Table I. 

Table 1: Properties of Fluids used in Study 

Properties Oil Water 

Density, kg!m3 828.00 1000.00 

Viscosity, mPa·s at 25 oc 5.50 1.00 

Surface tension, mN/m at 25 °C 39.6 

As stated in above table, two liquids that are used in the experimental works which 

are oil and water with properties as shown in Table 1. The pipeline used in 

experimental work has 14-mm inner diameter, and 50 em in length tor the pressure 

drop calculation. Other properties such as wire-probe height, ring-probe height, oil 

flow rate and water flow rates are obtained during experiment and will be used as 

input data for this model. 

12 



The calculation of pressure drop is divided into two main assumptions which are: 

• Calculation of pressure drop in the pipeline system with assumption of flat 

interface by using wire probe and ring probe heights that were obtained from 

experiment. 

• Calculation of pressure drop in the pipeline system with assumption of 

curvature interfacial shape by using a combination of both wire probe and 

ring probe heights that were obtained from experiment. 

Previous input data are used to determine other parameters or variables required to be 

used in two-fluid model. A MATLAB programming code will be developed for 

calculating all parameters in the two-tluid model system. Figure 6 shows the 

methodology for the development of the programming code of the two-fluid model. 

Pressure drop gained from this model is analysed and compared with 

experimental data. The variation between experimental and calculated data from the 

outcome of the simulation is determined, whereby the validity of the model is thus 

justified based upon the comparison. 
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Figure 6: Methodology tor the development ofthe programming code 
of the two-fluid model. 
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3.2 The Two-F'Iuid Model (TJ<'M) 

Two-fluid model is used in this study due to of its capability in handling laminar and 

turbulent flows in horizontal and inclined systems, both in co-current and counter

current stratifted flows (Brauner, 2003). By assuming a fully developed flow, the 

integral forms of the momentum equations for the two fluids are shown as below. 

(1) 

(2) 

Where, 

r 1_T2, r;= Shear stresses for phase I, 2 and interfacial shear stress; 

Sv 52 , S; = Liquid wetted-wall perimeter tor phase I, 2 and intertacial perimeter; 

Av A2 = Cross sectional area for phase I and 2; 

(::)= pressure drop in liquid phase; 

{J = Pipe inclination angle, degrees. 

g = Gravitational acceleration. 

lfthe pipeline is assumed horizontal (no inclination), the degree of inclination, {J is 

equal to zero. Thus, equation (I) and (2) can be simplified into: 

(3) 

(4) 

The perimeter (S) and the area (A) of the phase system can be calculated by 

performing trigonometric derivation equation. The Blasius equation is used to 

provide the closure laws required tor the wall and intertacial shear stresses 

Crv r 2 , r;) in terms of the average velocities, U1, U2 and friction factorsji,Ji andfi. 
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(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Where, 

Uv U2 = velocity for phase I and 2; 

fv {2 , Ji = friction tactor tor phase I, 2 and intertacial friction tactor; 

Pv p2 , Pi =density for phase I, 2 and interfacial density: 

J,l1 , J,l2 = viscosity for phase I and 2; 

Cv C2 =constants tor phase I and 2, C = 16 tor laminar tlow and C = 0.046 tor 

turbulent flow; 

nv n2 =constants tor phase I and 2, n = 1 tor laminar tlow and n = 0.2 tor 

turbulent flow. 

Clearly, the two phases in stratified tlow may result in laminar laminar (L L), 

laminar turbulent (L T), turbulent laminar (T L), or (turbulent turbulent (T T) 

regimes (Brauner, 1996). 

The Reynolds numbers for the two fluids are based on the equivalent 

hydraulic diameters, which are defined according to the relative velocity of the 

phases. In co-current flow, the interface is considered as 'free' for the slower phase 

and as a "wall" for the faster phase. 

When the velocities are ofthe same order, the intertace is considered "free" 

with respect to both phases (Brauner, 2003). 

D 4A, 4A, d I' F f 
1 = cs, +S,) ; D2 = s;; P = Pt an 1 i = i 1 

D - 4A,. D - 4A, • p- p and F - Ff. 
1 - 51 ' 2 - (S,+SI)' - 2 Ji - i 2 

D - 4A, • D - 4A, . 0 & u u 
1 - S,' 2 - s, ' T; = .or 1 = 2 

16 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 



A value of Fi > 1 is introduced to account tor a possible augmentation of fi due to 

irregularities at the free interface. However, the interface appears less roughened 

compared to gas-liquid systems due to the lower density ditlerence (hence velocity) 

and surface tension encountered in liquid-liquid systems. 

Assuming that the pressure drops tor both liquid phases are equal, equation 

(3) and (4) can be combined as the followings: 

(3) 

(4) 

Considering riSi is the same, equation (3) + (4) will result, 

(11) 

From this combined equation, pressure drop of the system can be simply obtained 

thus further calculation for interfacial stress can be done. 

(12) 
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3.3 Calculation of Cross Sectional Area and Perimeter 

In order to calculate oil and water cross sectional area, wetted perimeter, and 

interface perimeter to be used later in two-fluid model (TFM), basic geometry is 

considered and calculations are made by using basic trigonometry. The drawing of 

cross sectional area of the horizontal pipeline is shown as in Figure 7. 

So 

b 
a 

I 
Hw 

Figure 7: Cross sectional area ofthe pipeline tor tlat interlace 

Wire probe and ring probe height data that were obtained from experiment are 

important parameters to use in calculation of cross sectional area. The derivation of 

cross sectional area of water and oil, wetted perimeters of oil, water and interlace 

perimeter will be shown in Appendix IV. 
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Figure 8: The area of June due to the curved interlace in the pipeline. 

As well as tlat interlace configuration, curvature interfacial configuration is also 

derived based upon wire and ring probes' heights obtained from experiment. 

However, the derivation is not as simple as tlat interlace configuration. The basic 

idea of this derivation is a combination of two circles, one circle is the true cross 

sectional area of the pipeline and another is an imaginary circle that makes the 

curvature interface line. These two circles are having two different centres of circle. 

The interception area oftwo circles is calculated as cross sectional area of water and 

the rest will be considered as cross sectional area of oil. The derivation of cross 

sectional area and perimeters tor phases, oil and water will be shown in Appendix V. 
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3.4 MATLAB Simulation 

The formula for prediction of pressure drop has been translated into MA TLAB 

programming language. Hence, pressure drop prediction can be easily simulated in 

MATLAB. The MATLAB programming code for interface and curvature interfacial 

configuration will be shown in Appendix VI-VIII. 
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CHAPTER4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The comparison between the pressure drops ofthe oil-liquid, stratified flows in the 

horizontal pipeline are shown Figure 9 -Figure 15. The figures illustrated the results 

obtained through MA TLAB simulation using the plane-shaped and curved 

interfaces, and the experimental data. The summary of the fmdings are tabulated in 

Table2. 
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Superficial Velocity of Oil, Uso (m/s) 

Figure 9: Comparison between the experimental pressure drop with the calculated pressure 
drop for water superficial velocity, u.w= 0.55 mls 
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Figure 10: Comparison between the experimental pressure drop with the calculated pressure 
drop for water superficial velocity, U,w = 0.50 mls 
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Figure 11: Comparison between the experimental pressure drop with the calculated pressure 
drop t'Or water superficial velocity, u ... = 0.45 mls 
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Figure 12: Comparison between the experimental pressure drop with the calculated pressure 
drop for water superficial velocity. Uaw = 0.40 m/s 
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Figure 13: Comparison between the experimental pressure drop with the calculated pressure 
drop for water superficial velocity, U.w = 0.35 mls 
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Figure 14: Comparison between the experimental pressure drop with the calculated pressure 
drop for water superficial velocity, Usw = 0.30 m/s 
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Figure IS: Comparison between the experimental pressure drop with the calculated pressure 
drop for water superficial velocity, Usw = 0.25 mls 
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Table 2: Percentage difference between experimental data and theoretical data 

Wire Ring 
Calculated Calculated Calculated Perceatace Perceatage Pereeatage 

. 

Usw Uso Probe Probe 
Esperimeatal 

Flowrate Oil F1nwrate water /!J.P/Aw. /!J.P/I!J.s APlin 
differeaee differeaee differeaee 

Height Heigllt AP//!J.s (wire (rlq (enrvature) 
(wire (riag 

(CUI"\'8tnre) • probe) probe) probe) probe) 

mls mls mm mm kPalm ... ,. ... , . kPalm kPalm kPalm "/o % % • 

0.40 7.19 6.17 1.05 6.16 X 10"5 8.47 X 10"5 0.98 1.12 1.00 6.65 7.01 5.15 

0.45 7.03 5.85 1.17 6.93 X 10"5 8.47 x 10·' 1.04 1.24 1.43 10.96 5.86 22.55 
0.55 

7.70 X 10"5 8.47 X 10"5 0.50 6.66 5.53 1.29 1.1211.24 1.36 1.66 #N/A 6.20 29.24 

0.55 6.52 5.26 1.39 8.47 X 10"5 8.47 x 1 o·' 1.18/1.35 1.50 1.92 #N/A 7.36 37.74 

0.40 7.27 5.92 0.96 6.16 X 10"5 7.70 X 10"5 0.88 1.04 1.24 8.49 8.39 28.57 

0.45 6.89 5.65 1.06 6.93 X 10-S 7.70 X Jo-S 0.95 1.14 1.43 10.38 7.57 35.21 
0.50 

7.70 X 10"5 0.50 6.62 5.25 1.18 7.70 X )0"5 1.0211.13 1.29 1.73 #N/A 9.47 46.71 

0.55 6.37 5.06 1.29 8.47 X 10"5 7.70 X 10"5 1.09/1.24 1.39 1.97 #N/A 8.12 53.61 

0.40 6.69 5.48 0.81 6.16 X 10"5 6.93 X 10"5 0.82 1.00 1.31 1.17 22.74 60.70 

0.45 6.54 5.16 0.94 6.93 X 10-S 6.93 X 10-S 0.88 1.12 1.57 6.76 18.53 67.03 
0.45 

0.50 6.25 4.84 1.06 7. 70 X 10-S 6.93 X 10-S 0.95 1.25 1.89 10.61 18.29 78.27 

0.55 6.01 4.50 1.17 8.47 X JO-S 6.93 X 10"5 1.0211.15 1.43 2.27 #N/A 22.21 94.27 

0.35 6.21 5.68 0.64 5.39 X 10"5 6.16 X 10"5 0.73 0.79 1.07 13.98 24.48 68.19 

0.40 6.44 5.34 0.77 6.16 X 10"5 6.)6 X 10"5 0.75 0.89 1.31 3.61 14.78 69.30 

0.40 0.45 6.43 5.02 0.87 6.93 X 10-S 6.16 X 10"5 0.79 1.00 1.60 9.68 14.06 82.70 

0.50 6.10 4.64 0.97 7.70 X 10"5 6.)6 X 10-S 0.85 1.14 1.96 11.98 17.40 102.08 

0.55 5.80 4.35 1.11 8.47 X 10"5 6.16 X 10-S 0.93/1.05 1.28 2.33 #N/A 15.70 110.17 

0.35 
0.35 7.02 5.46 0.57 5.39 X 10"5 5.39 X 10"5 0.77 0.71 1.09 35.63 24.29 92.13 

0.40 6.70 5.03 0.72 6.16x 10"5 5.39 X 10"5 0.83 0.81 1.40 15.80 13.50 94.95 
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0.45 7.27 4.68 0.78 6.93 X 10"5 5.39 X 10"5 0.94 0.92 1.73 20.07 17.73 120.21 

0.50 6.33 4.37 0.90 7.70 X 10·S 5.39 X 10"5 0.95 1.05 2.09 5.24 15.87 131.43 

0.55 6.62 4.01 0.97 8.47 X 10"5 5.39 X 10"5 1.03 1.21 2.52 6.09 25.05 159.52 

0.40 6.54 4.74 0.60 6.16 X 10"5 4.62 X 10"5 0.75 0.73 1.49 26.04 21.69 149.40 

0.30 
0.45 6.63 4.60 0.70 6.93 x 10·' 4.62 X 10"5 0.83 0.79 1.74 18.66 13.10 149.93 

0.50 6.94 4.24 0.81 7.70 X 10"5 4.62 X 10"5 0.92 0.90 2.14 13.32 11.01 162.77 

0.55 6.62 3.94 0.88 8.47 X }0"5 4.62 X 10"5 0.96 1.03 2.54 8.92 16.46 187.71 

0.40 5.78 4.11 0.56 6.16 x to·' 3.85 X 10-S 0.67 0.70 1.77 19.03 25.74 216.03 

0.25 
0.45 6.05 3.83 0.63 6.93 x 10·' 3.85 X 10"5 0.73 0.80 2.13 16.57 27.99 238.77 

0.50 6.09 3.49 0.72 1.10 x 10·' 3.85 X 10"5 0.79 0.95 2.53 11.01 32.18 253.66 

0.55 5.71 3.20 0.74 8.47 X 10"5 3.85 X 10"5 0.84 1.11 2.91 13.86 50.57 295.47 
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Based on Table 2, at water superticial velocity is 0.55 m/s, pressure drop 

calculated based on wire probe height by assuming flat interface, (~P/~x)wue, is 

under-predicted the experimental value. In contrast, pressure drop calculated based 

on ring probe height by assuming flat interface, (~P/ ~X)nng, is slightly over-predicted 

the experimental value with maximum percentage ditlerence of7 .36%. 

At point of oil superficial velocities are 0.50 m/s and 0.55 m/s, the pressure 

drop cannot be determined using this model since the phases are appeared to be in 

transitional flow. Some of parameters required by this model such as shear stress for 

both phases cannot be determined in a transitional tlow system. 

Based on the calculated Reynolds number, most of transitional phases are 

approaching laminar with range of Reynolds number from 2038 until 2221. Since, 

the exact value of pressure drop cannot be calculated in this phase, the phase is 

assumed to approach either in laminar or turbulent phase. Thus, the value of pressure 

drop is calculated based upon these two flow regimes and the pressure drop is 

assumed to be either one ofthe value. For example, as shown in Table 2 at superficial 

velocity of water is 0.55 m/s and superficial velocity of oil is 0.50 m/s, the oil phase 

is appeared in transitional phase. Thus, the pressure drop is assumed to be either 1.12 

kPalm or 1.23 kPa/m. 

As the water superficial velocity decreases to 0.50 mls, the predictions are not 

improved. When it is decrease further to 0.45 m/s, (~P/~x),;ng is highly over

predicted the value with maximum percentage ditlerence of22. 74%. 

At water superficial velocity is 0.40 m/s, (~PI ~x)"'"" is still under-predicted 

the value. However, when oil superficial velocity is 0.40 m/s, the prediction is very 

close to the experimental data with percentage difference of 3.61%. When water 

superficial velocity goes down to 0.35 m/s, both (~P/~x)wire and (~P/~x)nng are over

predicted the value. However, (~P/~x)wire are close to the experimental pressure 

drop, (~P/ ~x)exp at 0.50 m/s and 0.55 m/s oil superficial velocities with difference of 

5to 6%. 

Water superficial velocity is decreased further to 0.30 m/s and finally to 0.25 

m/s. As a result, both (~P/~x)wue and (~P/~x)nng are always over-predicted the value. 

As overall, it can be observed that (8P/ ~X)wire data gives closest prediction as 

compared to (~P/8x)ring· 
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Prediction of pressure drop based upon wire and ring probe heights by 

assuming curvature interface, (L'l.P/L'l.x),urve between the phases should give better 

prediction as has been discussed in the previous section. However, through the 

approach carried out in this project, (L'l.P/ L'l.x)curve deviates tremendously from the 

values determined when ring or wire probes data only being used, in the percentage 

of error ranges between 5% to 296%. It is foreseen that this deviation is attributed to 

the utilization of incorrect correlation in the formulae derived to determine the cross 

sectional area for oiVwater. 

Hence, modification in the correlated function has to be developed to prove 

that calculation using the curved interface will give better assumption of pressure 

drop. One way to achieve this is by redefining the terms of imaginary circle's radius, 

s used in the derivation steps. 

Another reason ofthe error is might be due to intertacial configuration itself. 

The configuration may not be as assumed. It may not having a curvature or plane 

configuration as predicted but the interfucial configuration might having a tlat 

interface with a slight curve at the middle point and near the wall as shown in the 

Figure 16. As mention before, the curve of the interlace is highly depending on the 

contact angle between the phases and the wall. If there is a case, the curvature 

assumption may not be accurate, however, tlat-intertilce assumption either using wire 

probe height or ring probe height may give closer prediction . 

. ·-. 
_,-'" .. ····· ·······~-, 

/ 

\ 

- -· .... ··· 

Figure 16: Interface shape at different contact angle (Lawrence, 2002) 
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From the above results, it is also can be observed that when superficial 

velocities of oil, Uso and water, Usw increase, pressure drop also increases. This is 

because of the increases of shear stresses tor both phases when the velocity of 

oiVwater increases. As a result, pressure drop will also increase due to increases in 

resistance of tlow inside the pipeline. 

Interfacial shear stress also increases when superficial velocity increases. 

This can be observed in Figure 17. At constant superficial velocity of water, when 

superficial velocity of oil increases, the interfacial shear stress will also increase. 

Thus, this is also one of the factors that cause pressures to reduce as the superficial 

velocities increase. 
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Figure 17: Interfacial Shear Stress vs Superficial Velocity of oil 
(Ring Probe height) 

Pressure drop, AP/Ax calculated through ring probe height (HR) is always 

greater than the experimental pressure drop, (LW/Ax)exp due to lower estimation of 

cross sectional area of water, Aw , thus make the effects of shear stress of oil, toil 

towards API Ax became superior. 
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CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

4.1 Conclusion 

A MA TLAB programming code developed in this study is able to closely predict the 

pressure drop of the two-phase, oil-water flow in a horizontal pipeline system. At 

different configurations of the interfucial curvature, a comparison between the 

calculated and experimental data is proven that the shape of the interface does 

significantly affect the measurement of pressure drops in an actual scenario. Based 

on the results obtained, it is shown that flat-shape interface assumption is not the best 

assumption for this prediction. The percentage difference of the prediction is very 

large when it was compared to experimental data. Curvature interfacial configuration 

is assumed to give best prediction, however, in this project, the curvature interface 

not give an expected result. This is due to some errors in cross sectional area and 

wetted perimeter derivation formu Ia used in this model. The derived formulae for the 

calculation of the cross sectional area using curved interface poses ambiguity due to 

the Cartesian coordinates utilized in the data is on the opposite side ofthe curvature 

model. Modification should be done to improve the prediction and it is still believed 

that prediction of pressure drop based upon curvature intertacial contiguration 

assumption will give the closest prediction. 

4.2 Recommendations 

Some recommendations are suggested in order to improve the reliability of the 

model. The recommendations are listed as below. 

• Moditications in the determination of cross sectional area and wetted 

perimeter derived for the curved interface configuration need to be carried out 

to improve the calculation of AP/ rut. 
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Appendix 1: List of Previous Researches 

Author Year Title Objective Findings 
(Brauner et al., 1996) 1996 Determination of the Employ energy • Explored the changes in the system 

lnterfuce Curvature in consideration to predict potential energy and surface energies 
Stratified Two-Phase interface configuration associated with the curving process of the 
Systems by Energy Explore the effect of the interface 
Considerations fluid physical properties, in • The characteristic interface curvature is 

situ hold up, tube predicted as a function of the fluids physical 
dimension, wall adhesion properties (in situ holdup, wall/phases 
and gravitation on the wettability angle, tube dimensions and 
characteristic interface gravity conditions 
curvature • Solution of laminar two-phase flows is 

shown to be dependent on the phase flow 
rates ratio, the phase viscosity ratio, density 
differential, surface tension effects, tube 
dimension or gravitation and is determined 
by four dimensional parameters: phases 
viscosity ratio, flow rates ratio, wall/phases 
wettability angle and Eotvos number. 

1998 A two-fluid model for Develop a practical tool for •The solutions ofthe two-fluid model are 
(Brauner et al., 1998) stratified flows with curved predicting the interface used to construct 'flow monograms' which 

interfaces shape in stratified flow of provide a relation between a specified 
general two-fluid system interface curvature and the in situ hold-up 
To use a two-fluid model to and the associated pressure drop. 
solve momentum equations • Construction of operational monograms for 1

1 

for a variable interfuce laminar, turbulent or mixed flow regimes in 
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curvature the two-phases, for horizontal and inclined 
systems. 

• Two-fluid model provides a reasonable 
estimate of the in situ hold-up and pressure 
drop over a wide range of interfacial 
curvature and flow rates 

• The biggest error are obtained when the 
two-fluid model is applied for a 
configuration of a fully eccentric highly 
viscous core, in which case the two-fluid 
model significantly over predicts the 
lubrication effect of the less viscous phase 

(Gorelik & Brauner, 1999 The interf.'!ce configuration Obtain exact analytical • The solution is determined by three 
1999) in two-phase stratified pipe solution for the interface dimensionless parameters: the holdup, 

flows shape between two fluid/wall wettability angle and the Eotvos 
immiscible fluids and for number. 
the capillary pressure in the • The model of constant characteristic 
case of unidirectional axial curvature provides a good description of the 
laminar pipe flow interfacial shape and enables extending the 

parameter space where analytical solutions 
of stratified flow can be obtained 

(Arenas-Medina et 2000 Flow pattern transitions in To investigate flow pattern • The data obtained from this experiment 
al., 2000) horizontal pipelines carrying transitions in horizontal were used to construct a simplified flow 

Oil-Water Mixtures: Full- pipelines carrying oil- pattern map that shows the transition from 
Scale Experiments mixtures. stratified to nonstratified flow configuration 

• Found that the stratified transition can be 
predicted with reasonable accuracy based on 
the viscous Kelvin-Helmhotz analysis 
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• Revealed that in stratified crude oil-water 
flow, complete phase separation does not 
occur 

•There is always a small amount ofwater 
disp_ersed almost unifurmly in the oil layer 

(Chakrabarti, Das, & 2005 Pressure Drop in Liquid- To investigate the pressure • Estimate of pressure drop could be obtained 
Ray, 2005) Liquid Two-Phase drop characteristic during by the simultaneously consideration of 

Horizontal Flow: the simuhaneously flow of a) The principle of minimization of total 
Experiment and Prediction kerosene-water mixtures system energy 

through a horizontal pipe of 
' 

b) The criteria of equal pressure drop of the 
0.025 m diameter ' system in both phases, where the total 

' energy is comprised of the kinetic 
energy, potential energy, and surface 
energy of both phases 

• A flat interfilce has been used in this study 
and the result obtained from this model has 
yielded an accuracy of± I 0% for regimes 
where fragmented droplets of one phase do 
not appear. 

• For smooth stratified (SS) and stratified 
wavy (SW) regimes the results agree closely 
with the experimental data. 

(Ullmann & Brauner, 2006 Closure relations for two- To extend the theory-based • The closure relations are formulated in 
2006) fluid models for two-phase closure relations for the terms of the single-phase-based expressions, 

stratified smooth and wall and interfucial shear which are augmented by two-phase 
stratified wavy flows stresses to be applicable interaction fuctors, due to the flow of the 

also to turbulent flows in two phases in the same channel 
either or both of the phases • These closure relations were used as a 
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platform for introducing necessary 
empirical corrections required in the 
stratified wavy flow regimes 

• Obtained new empirical correlation for the 
wave effect on the interfuce curvature, on 
the interfucial shear and on the liquid wall 
shear wear obtained. 

• The new closure relations are essentially 
representing correctly the interaction 
between the phases over a wide range ofthe 
stratified flow parameters space in the 

I stratified smooth and stratified wavy 
regime. 

(Fan, Wang, Zhang, 2007 A model to predict liquid To predict liquid holdup • New closure relationship of wetted-wall 
Sarica, & Danielson, holdup and pressure and pressure gradient of fraction, liquid-wall friction factor and 
2005) gradient of near-horizontal stratified flow interfacial-friction factor were proposed. 

wet-gas pipelines • An iterative calculation procedure was 
proposed to solve the two-fluid model for 
liquid hold up and pressure gradient. 

• Comparison between model predictions and 
experimental data show that the proposed 
model agrees well with the data collected in 
the present study. 

• The average percentage errors of liquid 
holdup and pressure-gradient prediction are 
2.9 and 3.2o/o, res2ectivel~. 

(Liu, Zhang, Wang, 2008 Prediction of pressure To predict pressure gradient • Due to the dominant effect of interfacial 
& Wang, 2008) gradient and holdup in small and holdup in small Eotvos tension and wall-wettin_g_Qr~erties of the 
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Eotviis Number liquid- Number liquid-liquid I iquids over the gravity, especially Eao < 5, ' 

liquid segregated flow segregated flow the oil-water interface exhibits a concave- ! 

down configuration 
• Comparison between experimental and 

theoretical data shows that eJqJerimental 
data agrees with the measurement after the 
conventional two-fluid model is extended to 
tackle segregated flow with curved interface 
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Appendix II: Gantt chart 
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Appendix III: List of Previous Experimental Works 
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Appendix IV: Area and Perimeter Calculation for ~'lat Interfacial Conf~guration 

a 

I 

Ho= 21{- Hw = R- a 

Sw = 21tR -Rfl 
= 2R[ n -cos·'(;)] 

= 2R[n-cos·'( H.;R)] 
Si = 2(R2 - a2)Y, 

- 2 [R" - (Hw - R/J% 
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lfHw< K 

a-R Hw 

(
R-H ) Sw; RS; 2R cos·1 R w 

So; 2rrR- Rfl 

; 2R[ n- cos·'(;)] 
; 2R[ n -cos·'( R -RHw )] 

S; ; 2(R 2 - a2)Yz 
; 2 [R2

- (R- Hw)2]Y, 

Aw; R;e -a(R2 -a')Y' 

; R2 cos·'(R -RHw )-(R- HJR 2 -(R- H.)' r 
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Where, 

Hw,Ho =Height of oil and water phase; 

R= Radius of pipeline; 

Aw, A0 = Cross sectional area for oil and water phase; 

Sw, S0 , Si = Perimeter tor oil, water phases, and interfacial. 
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Appendix V: Area and Perimeter Calculation for Curvature Interfacial Configuration 

Determination of cross sectional area in a pipe for a two-phase flow system subjected to 

interfacial curvature through lune approach. 

x. _;. = co:;:£-,. 
>:~ = • ,:;~;, ~ 

• ::::ll;" ! :;:t;. :t 

:t·~~=!t0"5:1 ,. 
€- = :os- ~ i ~cos :.t ·I 

' 
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Area, A= f;, Y1 - Y2 dx = 2 J;'Y1 - Y2 dx 

Area, A= 2 J:'Y1 - Y2 dx 

X X x2 

=2f. 'vr2-x2dx-2f. '.../s2-x2+y +...!.dx o o 1 Yl 

cos-1 (!!1.) cos- 1(!!1.) 
=-2r2 f~ ' sin8sin8d8+ 2s2 f~ ' sinasinada 

2 2 

(os-•(~) ( x2) 
+2s J~ ' y1 + y: sinada 

2 

-uz cos-1 (~) 252 cos- 1 (~.1) 
=-2-f~ '(1-cos28)d8+--zf~ '(1-cos2a)da 

2 2 

( 
2) cos-•(~) 

+2s y1 +;: L 'sinada 
2 

_ 2[e sin29Jcos-'(7)+ 2[ sin2ajcos-'(7)+Z ( +xl)[ ]cos-'(7) --r - -- s a - -- s y - -cos a 
2 !::. 2 !: 1 y1 !: 

2 2 2 

A 

A 

2 {[ -1 (x') 1 · 2 ( -1 (x'))J [• sinn]} = -r cos -;:- - 2sm cos -;:- - 2--2-

+s2 {[c05-1 C) -~sin 2 ( cos-1 C1
))] _ [i _ si;nJ} 

+2s (y1 + ~:) [-cos ( cos-1 C))+ cosi] 

2 { -1 (Xl) 12 • ( -1 (X')) ( -1 (X')) "} = -r cos -;:- - 2 sm cos -;:- cos cos -;:- - z 
+s2 {cos-1 C')- ~2sin (cos-1 C')) cos ( cos-1 C')) -i} 

+2s(y1 + xf)[- x,J 
Y1 s 
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A = -r2 
{ cos-1 

(•,') -sin ( cos-1 
(',')) (';) - ~} 

+s 2 {cos-1 C)- sin (cos-1 C)) C) -i}- Zx1 (y, + ;:) 

A = -r2cos-1 
(•,') + r 2 (';)sin ( cos-1 

('.')) + r 2 ~ 

+s 2cos-1 C)- s2 C)sin ( cos-1 C))- s2 i 
x' 

-Zxy -z.2. 1 1 y1 

A = -r2cos-1 (•,') + r x1sin ( cos-1 (•,')) + ~ (r2 - s2) 

+s 2cos-l ( 1)- s x1 sin (cos-1 ( 1 
)) - Zx1y1- 2 xt 

s s Y1 .--..... 
Where, s = xf + ~ 
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Distance AB; 

Distance CB; 

Distance DB; 

(I)- (2)-+ 

and so, s2 

B (0, y,) 

'+ ( ? - s' Xj YI- y, -

(- x1)2 + (YI- YJ)2 = s' 

o' + (y, - Y•l' = s' 

= (y2 - y3)
2 from (2) 

_ (xf+yf-y~) -y -
2 2(y,-y,) 

~ 2 ( l' 2 ~ .:. x2 + y-y3 =s 
': w 

-------(I) 

-------(2) 
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or: 

(yf + r')' s2 = - r2 
4yff 

s = l (yJ +r2)2 -r2l 
4yi 
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y1 = r- hnn, 

y2 = r- hwtre 

h.-~ 

x1 = Jrz- yf 

x, = jrz- (r- h, 1,g)
2 

8 (0. '!;.1 

= jrz -(r2 
- 2rhring + (hringl) 

= jr2 - r2 + 2rhring- (hring)
2 

= Jhring(Zr ~ -hring) 
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x1 
-= cosa 
s 

a= cos-1 C) 
1t 

~=2-a 

2~ = lt- 2a 

St = s(2~) = s (lt- 2cos-1 G1
)) 

xl 
- = cosfl 
r 

e = cos-1 Cr1) 

1t 

r=2-e 
2y = 1t- 29 

Sw = r(2y) = r ( 1t- 2cos-1 C;)) 

Where, 

Hw.Ho =Height of oil and water phase; 

R= Radius of pipeline; 

Aw, A0 = Cross sectional area for oil and water phase; 

Sw, 50 = Perimeter tor oil and water phase; 

s = Radius for imaginary circle 
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Appendix VI: MATLAB Programming Code lOr Flat Interfacial Configuration by using 

Wire Probe Heigbt 

fprintf ( '\n 
disp( h1 

t n t 

) ; 
w ll 

phase. r 
t tw 

1 r r a 
wireprobe height= input( 0 \n~~ 

- L~ of m ~e [1 • 4 

pr '>- 1r drop 
v.1r pr b h 

f rn 
l th t 

superficialvelocity_water = input( 0 P1 en~ r th~ s r rf 111 vel (~ty of 
t . ) ; 

superficialvelocity oil = 
br: 1 l:et -

n r ~ £' .. 

1 < 4)1: 0 

pipeline radius input( eu er•er the r d~u of p 
•. ) *10" (-3); 

pipeline length input( 
density oil - input( 
density-water= input( 0 t a e 
viscosity oil = input( P~e~se 

nlt vl I Pa . s 
viscosity_water • input( 

ru~ Jf 
rt 

flowra te oil input(' Please e~t r th 
r b n£'1Qr .. s un1 .. 

Eit f 'hl 
1 

4 )*10" (-5); 
flowrate water= input( E'us rott:r tl: s~=~ f w t r 
+-J - sponiL b€' hPLQh (UPlt Of 1 ~ 

4 )*10"(-5); 
fprintf ( o n o) ; 

f r ~ u .. ~ r1 t 
a c zeros(size(wireprobe height)); 
theta= zeros(size(wireprobe height)); 
height water= zeros(size(wireprobe height)); 
height-oil = zeros(size(wireprobe height)); 
perimeter oil- zeros(size(wireprobe height)); 
perimeter-water= zeros(size(wireprobe height)); 
perimeter-interface- zeros(size(wireprobe height)); 
area oil~ zeros(size(wireprobe height));
area=water zeros(size(wireprobe_height)); 

k "" 1; 
wh k <• length(wireprobe_height) 

if wireprobe_height(k) > pipeline_radius 

a(k) = wireprobe height(k) - pipeline radius; 
theta(kl = 2*(acos(a(k)/pipeline_radius)) ; 1y 

L ht 
height water(k) = wireprobe height(k); 
height=oil(k ) = pipeline_radius- a(k); 
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dt>1H.: 

o~at r ieqn .. 
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perimeter oil(k) =pipeline radius*theta(k); 
perimeter=water(k) • (2*pi*pipeline_radius) - (pipeline_radius*theta(k)); 

perimeter_interface(k) = 2*sqrt(pipeline_radiusA2- (a(k)) .A2); 

area oil(k) = ((pipeline radiusA2)*(theta(k))/2) -
((a(k)) .*sqrt(pipeline radiusA2- (a(k)) . A2)) ; 

area_water(k) = (pl*pipeline_radiusA2) - area_oil k); 

e~seif wireprobe_height(k) < pipeline_radius 

a(k) =pipeline radius- wireprobe height(k); 
theta(k) = 2*(acos(a(k)/pipeline_radius )) ; 

wu 
height water(k) = wireprobe height(k); 
height=oil(k) = pipeline_radius + a(k); 

perimeter_o~l(k) = (2*pi*pipeline_radius) - (pipeline_radius*(theta(k))); 

perimeter water(k) a pipeline radius*(theta(k)); 
perimeter=interface(k) = 2*sqrt(pipeline_radiusA2- (a(k)) .A2); 

area water(k) = ((pipeline radiusA2)*(theta(k))/2) -
((a(k)) .*sqrt(pipeline radiusA2- (a(k)) .A2)); 

area_oil(k) (pi*pipeline_radiusA2) - area_water(k); 

else 

disp( m r 

eno 

k=k+l; 

end 

velocity oil = flowrate oil./area oil; 
velocity=water flowrate_water./area_water; 

diameter oil= zeros(size(wireprobe height)); 
diameter-water= zeros(size(wireprobe_height)); 

k = 1; 
wh ~ k <= length(wireprobe_height) 

if (velocity_oil(k) > velocity_water(k)) 
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diameter o1l(k) = 
(4*area oil(k)) ./(perimeter oil{k)+perimeter interface(k)); 

diameter_water{k) = (4*area_water(k)) ./perimeter_water(k); 

elselt (velocity_oil(k) < velocity_water(k)) 

diameter oil(k) = (4*area oil{k)) . /perimeter oil(k) ; 
diameter-water{k) = - -

{4*area_water{k)) ./(perimeter_water{k)+perimeter_interface(k)); 

else 

diameter oil{k) = (4*area oil{k)) ./perimeter oil(k); 
diameter=water(k) = (4*area_water{k)) ./perimeter_water(k); 

en a 

k=k+1; 

eno 

Reynolds oil= {density oil*velocity oil.*diameter oil)/viscosity oil; 
Reynolds-water • - - - -

(density_water*velocity_water.*diameter_water)/viscos i ty_water; 

C water • zeros(size(wireprobe height)); 
n=water = zeros{size(wireprobe=heiqht)); 
flowtype_water = 't 

k = 1; 
wh k <= length(wireprobe_ height) 

if Reynolds_water{k) < 2000 

C_water{k) = 16; 
n_water{k) = 1; 
flowtype_water = l r 

else Reynolds_water(k) > 4000 

C_water{k) = 0.046; 
n water(k) = 0.2; 
flowtype_water rb l n Fl w' ; 

e.se 

C water(k) = NaN; 
n=water(k) = NaN ; 
flowtype_water 

end 

., t 

k = k+1; 

end 
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r 

r 
coil= zeros(size(Reynolds water)); 
n oil= zeros(size(Reynolds-water)); 
flowtype_oil -

k = 1; 
wh1le k <= length(Reynolds_water) 

end 

Reynolds oil(k) < 2000 
c oil(k) = l6; 
n-oil(k) = 1; 
flowtype_oil = Ldrr r r F 

e1se1t Reynolds_oil(k) > 4000 

C oil(k) = 0 . 046; 
n-oil(k) = 0.2; 
flowtype_oil 

else 

C oil(k) =NaN; 
n=:oil(k) = NaN; 
flowtype _oil 

end 

k = k+l; 

t 

friction oil = 

' . , 

w• i 

C oil.*({density oil*velocity oil.*diameter oil/viscosity oil) .A(-n oil)); 
friction water =- - - - -
C water.*((density water*velocity water.*diameter water/viscosity water) .A(-
n=:water)); - - - -

w. 
shearstress oil= O.S*(friction oil*density oil) .*(velocity oil.A2); 
shearstress water= 0.5*(friction_water*density_water).*(velocity_water.A2); 

dpdz = 
((shearstress oil.*perimeter oil)+(shearstress water.*perimeter water))./(-
l*(area oil +-area water));- - -
pressure_drop = abs(dpdz/1000); 

shearstress interface= (area_oil.*dpdz + shearstress_oil.*perimeter_oil) ./(
l*perimeter=:interface); 

fprintf( ' 
disp( 'B 

fprintf( ) ; 

t w 
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fprintf ( '\~ r 

) ; 
table 1 = [wireprobe height; perimeter oil; perimeter_water; 
perimeter_interface; -area_oil; area_water); 
fprintf ( . f 

' ,table 1); 
fprintf(- ); 
fprintf( · 

~ R yr r ) ; 
table_2 = [velocity_oil; velocity_water; diameter_oil; diameter_water; 
Reynolds_oil; Reynolds_water); 

r r 

fprintf (' f , table_2) ; 
fprintf( ' n 
fprintf( 'f 

t t ) ; 
t able_3 = [friction_oil; friction_water; shearstress oil ; shearstress_water; 
pressure drop; shearstress interface]; 
fprintf( 7 - . f r. • , table_3); 
fprintf( ' ); 

disp( ~he r t 
experimental_pressuredrop =input( ' 

ciillp 

subplot(2,l,l),plot(superficialvelocity oil,pressure drop, 
, superficialvelocity_oil, experimental_pressuredrop./pipeline_length, '-x ' ) 

title( f v ') 
xlabel( 'S p v 
ylabel ( 'Pr 
legend(' ~h 
grid n 

) ; 

f 

p 0 I , ') 

f I ) ; 

subplot(2,1,2),plot(superficialvelocity_oil,shearstress_interface, ' or' ) 
title ( s p r r f ' ) 
xlabel ( '~u 
ylabel ( 'S 
grid 
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Appendix Vll: MA TLAB Programming Code for Flat Interfacial Configuration by 

using Ring Probe Height 

fprintf( 
disp( 

llt.: L.1..Jt 

Fr. 

I ) ; 

p 
1q.a<i t w 

r .. rf c 

ringprobe_height = input( '\nF 

pr 

) ; 

.. 
~e :')'*10"(-3); 

superficia1velocity water= input( 'P1 
t f :7 ); 

superficialvelocity_oil = 
r 

pipeline_radius input(' th 
) '*10" (-3); 

pipeline_length input( nqtt f f 

density_oil = input( ~ 

:s~de tt 
':Jh+ Wl 

density_water input( w •[ Jr 

viscosity_oil input(' 
In 

viscosity water input( 
- f k 

flowrate oil = input( 

: ' )*10"(-5); 
flowrate water= input( 

p ncl 

: )*10"(-5); y 
fprintf ( ' n ) ; 

f Welter ! 
1 _~: 

a= zeros(size(rinqprobe_height)); 
theta= zeros(size(rinqprobe height)); 
height water= zeros(size(ringprobe height)): 
height-oil= zeros(size(ringprobe height)); 
perimeter oil= zeros(size(rinqprobe height)); 
perimeter-water= zeros(size(rinqprobe height)); 
perimeter-interface; zeros(size(rinqprobe height)); 
area oil: zeros(size(ringprobe height));
area=water = zeros(size(ringprobe_height)); 

k = 1; 
while k <= length(ringprobe_height) 

if rinqprobe_height(k) > pipeline_radius 

a(k) • rinqprobe height(k) - pipeline radius; 
theta(k) = 2*(acos(a(k)/pipeline_radius)); r 

t .. 

height water(k) ringprobe height(k); 
height=oil(k) = pipeline_radius- a(k); 
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':al-:ul!tl'>ll 'lf Gi: pha!.:" perun0tP.r. wat•.r fhas0 pe--ructEr ani tr+- rfa <' 
p 

perimeter oil(k) pipeline radius*theta(k); 
perimeter=water(k) = (2*pi*pipeline_radius) - (pipeline_radius*theta(k)); 

perimeter_interface(k) 2*sqrt(pipeline_radiush2- (a(k)) . A2); ·rray 

eu 
area oil(k) = ((pipeline radiush2)*(theta(k))/2) -

((a(k)l .*sqrt(pipeline radiush2- (a(k)) .A2)); 
area_water(k) = (pi*pipeline_radiush2) - area_oil(k); 1rray 

else_f ringprobe_height(k) < pipeline_radius 

a(k) =pipeline r adius- ringprobe height(k); 
theta (k) = 2* tacos (a (k) /pipeline_radius)); 1l' 

d t.E"tgrt. cf o 
height water (k) = ringprobe height (k); ·ni 
height=oil(k) = pipeline_radius + a(k); rray 

perimeter_ oil ( k) (2*pi*pipeline_radius) - (pipeline_radius*(theta(k))); 

perimeter water(k) =pipeline radius*(theta(k)); 
perimeter=interface(k) = 2*sqrt(pipeline_radiush2 - (a(k)) . A2); 1rray 

a 
area water(k) = ((pipeline radiush2)*(theta(k))/2 ) -

((a (k)) . *sqrt (pipeline radius"2 - (a (k)) . A2)); 
area_oil(k) = (pi*pipeline_radiush2) - area_water(k); rr.y 

else 

disp (' Cc.JLrl rot detetermine are.1 and p<'nMeter '?f the phwse. ' ); 

end 

k=k+l; 

end 

c r md >d 
velocity oil = flowrate oil , /area oil; 
velocity=water flowrate_water./area_water ; 

_, 1 \aa~ 0r tu a<'~E'I'""U .. Iit tn<' nyor ltill'' dlarn<"t<'r of w ... tC'r lrd 011 -

"'.J"'ld .. t 1 111 0 J~ o.''i"d by Mu:Jlrrn-'·l ron c-+- . ,, 1. ( 1.1 •Bl 

diameter oil= zeros(size(ringprobe_height)) ; 
diameter-water= zeros(size(ringprobe_height)) ; 

k = 1; 
wh~le k <= length(ringprobe_height) 

if (velocity_oil{k) > velocity_water(k) ) 
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d1ameter oil(k} = 
(4*area oil(k)) ./(perimeter oil(k)+perimeter interface(k}}; 

diameter_water(k) = (4*area_water(k)l ./perimeter_water(k}; 

elsei1 (velocity_oil(k) < velocity_water(k)) 

diameter oil(k) = (4*area oil(k)) ./perimeter oil(k); 
diameter-water(kl = - -

(4*area_water(k))./(perimeter_water(k)+perimeter_interface(k)); 

else 

diameter oil(k) = (4*area oil(k)) ./perimeter oil(k ) ; 
diameter=water(k) (4*area_water(kll ./perimeter_water(k); 

end 

k=k+l; 

end 

Reynolds_oil = (density_oil*velocity_oil.*diameter_oil)/viscosity_oil; 
Reynolds water 

(density_water*velocity_water.*diameter_water)/viscosity_water; 

De tr rr u • ..ltH'n of ~ an 1 r C0nStc.Jnt fl.~ r W:it( r j:.hc.JSt:'. 

f~~ tlr~t valu~ l~s 

C water c zeros(size(ringprobe height)); 
n_water = zeros(size(ringprobe=heiqht)); 
flowtype_water = 

k 1; 
wh k <= length(ringprobe_height) 

if Reynolds_water(kl < 2000 

C_water(k) = 16; 
n water(k) = 1; 
flowtype_water = '.L.<l.minar Fl1 

elseif Reynolds_water(k} > 4000 

C_water(k) = 0.046 ; 
n water(k} = 0 . 2; 
flowtype_water = ' 1rou.cnt F.~~· ; 

else 

C water(k) = NaN; 
n=water(k) = NaN; 
flowtype_water .ans~tlo~: F~ow' ; 

end 

k = k+l; 

end 
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LCS 1t 1.lS 

Coil= zeros(size(Reynolds water)); 
n-oil = zeros(size(Reynolds-water)); 
flowtype_oil ' ; -

k = 1 ; 
while k <- length(Reynolds_water) 

end 

if Reynolds oil(k) < 2000 
C oil (k) = l6; 
n-oil ( k) = 1; 
flowtype_oil = ' Lam1nar Flc 

elseif Reynolds_oil(k) > 4000 

C oil(k) = 0.046 ; 
n-oil(k) = 0.2; 
flowtype_oil ubulent I' 1 

else 

c oil(k) =NaN; 
n::::oil(k) =NaN; 
flowtype_oil ' ~ansi+- or 1 r lc1w '; 

end 

k = k+l; 

~ u ~ ::. 1 •- • r !' f r lC t- 1 ,~ f cl • r f l r 1 ~ <.1 r I w t e r f ::. ,.. . 
friction oil = 
C oil.*((density oil*velocity oil.*diameter oil/viscosity oil) . h (-n oil)); 
friction water=- - - - -
c_water .• ((density_water*velocity_water.*diameter_water/viscosity_water) . h (
n_water)); 

CUa~ S fir j W t< r f&CW 

shearstress oil= O.S*(friction oil*density oil) .*(velocity oil . h2); 
shearstress water = 0.5*(friction_water*density_water).*(velocity_water. h2); 

dpdz 
((shearstress oil . *perimeter oil)+(shearstres s water . •perimete r water))./(-
l*(area oil +-area water)); - - -
pressure_drop = abs(dpdz/1000); 

tr£'~s 1f lnt<'rfH'(• altH• c_t 
shearstress interface 
l*perimeter::::interface) ; 

(area_oil. *dpdz + shearstress_oil.*perimeter_oil) ./(-

-....., f.H .,., • ..,r.., J:-r rc ct. 1 -~I · t r ~t.lSES 

fprintf ( ' \n\n ' ); 
disp( ' By ·ssu.-:-t."l~ '1 flat wtt~fcl £" bf'tw <'II ptu I' , tt< pararcro+-E>r'i f~r both 011 

:r 1 ar~ obt-a1ned ' ); 
fprintf ( ' \1 ) ; 
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fprintf( 'R 

) ; 

Ph as 
as 

table 1 = [ringprobe height; perimeter oil; 
perimeter_interface;-area_oil; area_water]; 

perirneter_water; 

fprintf( 
' , table 1); 

fprintf( -
fprintf( · 

+-R 

' ); 
f f 

table 2 = [velocity oil; velocity water; 
Reynolds oil; Reynolds water]; -

e>r 
atex:\r ' ); 

diarneter_oil; diarneter_water; 

r 

r 

fprintf(- - f , table_2); 
fprintf( '\ 
fprintf( ' r cr r ss 

f 

he tre r ) ; 
table_3 = [friction_oil; friction water; 
pressure drop; shearstress interface]; 

shearstress_o1l; shearstress_water; 

fprintf(7 ~ f kP \r' ,table_3); 
fprintf ( ' n '); 

r 
disp( ' ap 
experimental pressuredrop 

k -

) ; 
n 

subplot(2,1,1),plot(superficialvelocity oil,pressure drop , 
,superficialvelocity_oil, experirnental_pressuredrop./pipeline_length, • 

title( .ra r s Sup rf c V 1 ity ) 
xlabel ( ' p 
ylabel( 
legend( 
grid 

tr 

rr I t 

v 

lu ' ) 

d y f I ) j 

subplot(2,1,2),plot(superficialvelocity oil,shearstress_interface , •-or· ) 
title( ' p :nt rfa- v SJp rf~ 1 Ve of 1l' ) 
xlabel ( 1t , rn/ 1

) 

ylabel ( I ) 

grid 
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Appendix Vlll: MA TLAB Programming Code for Curvature Interfacial 
Configuration 

r. \I ) ; fprintf( 
disp( J p w~!l determinP ~h~ (r~ssur~ drop 1ns~~c the pipel1~c for 

'W.Li.ll 

uq~; ~d two phase system by us n.q w.r<:. (. rohc h .qht und r 1nq probe he.qht 
u~s·~~l n tPat thE' ~urvE' ~~tE'rfa~r br~ween th ph;s~s' ); 

thE' .. cr 
wireprobe_height = 

un~t ">f mr 
ringprobe_height = 

l .. ) 

r. '"ru~ h r ct r 1nt rn11t1on 
input ( ' \I'FlC' o; en~E'r th SE't "C' prob "l<'lgl:''"" 1n 

e [: ~ 3 4 1:' )*10" (-3); lrrdy 
input( \rfl us enter tt. SE 1q probC' 1 lgt.'"s 10 

P ~ 4:):' )*10"(-3); •nray 
superficial velocity_ water = input( 'f'lE'tiSE' ('ntei ••p~rficltll vE'1octty 0f 

of · •); 
superficialvelocity oil = 

1 brae -
input( ·~:ease entE'r +h s~t of s~perf~ ldl vc!cc~ty 

E'X3mplc - : 1 .:: ~ 4J] •: ' ) ; .ur y 
pipeline_radius = i nput ( lE'clSC' crter t"l r dluS 0f ~ ~ 1re u,l~ of 

: ')*10"(-3) ; 
pipeline_length 

1umbe 

Jmber 
input( 'PleasE' enter th un1~ of rrl 

density_oil = input( ~leus enter th denn ~y of .:>il c •r d uf l:q/.," ~~ ) ; 

) ; 

density_water- input( ' >lE'tlSE' ent r the d~ns~ty of w1ter cun1t cf kq/~ 11 : ' ) ; 

viscosity_oil = 
1n1 ~ of 

viscosity water 
tnl'" f 

.Jurta <' t 'lS 
m~ .. 

input( >lE>ase nter the v~s-~slty of 11 at.~ deqrc 
r P 1. s 1 : ' ) ; f 1, J numt r 

input( 'Pl o.~ enter th v~~c~~~ty f wat r ;t zc rt gr E' 
Pa. s : ' ) ; _ ~n1 ~ numb r 

' ... ~ "E .Pa-~ €nt r tt.• Jrf 1 • • ,s1c.r "kqre 
r N/ : ' ; s1n~lE r~bE'r 

input ( ' ease enter the SE't of o~ 1 f lc wrate 1n brdC"I{~t f >r th~ flowrate oil = 
~di 

:' )*10" (-5); 
flowrate water = 

espona~n 

0 )*10" (-5); 
fprintf( '\"\• ) ; 

hdghtrCumt of 'tJ (-)Jm,.~/<)jexamp'.. [~ 'i 

input( lcase ent~r the -et f w~tfr f1owra~c 1n bruckC't for 
ob~ he1qht~1un.t cf 1~ -5 m 3/s {example ,. 2 3 

rc.y 

>- { s - • ...<> 
yl zeros(size(rinqprobe height)); 
y2 ~ zeros(size(wireprobe=height)); 

~dL.: 1 o~ 1 n t .... puJS~ lr "'l wJt€'r rh r d 

k = 1; 
wh ' k <= length(ringprobe_height) 

if (pipeline_radius > ringprobe_height (k)) 

yl(k) = 0-(pipeline_radius- ringprobe_height(k) ) ; 

e~~~iJ (pipeline_radius < ringprobe_height(k)) 

yl(k) : O+(ringprobe_height(k) - pipeline_radius ) ; 

y1 (k) 0; 
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end 

k=k+l; 

e nd 

k = 1; 
wh__ k <= length(wireprobe_height) 

if (pipeline_radius > wireprobe_height(k)) 

y2(k) = 0-(pipeline_radius- wireprobe_height(k)); 

c~~~if (pipeline_radius < wireprobe_height(k)) 

y2 (k) O+(wireprobe_height(k) - pipeline_radius); 

e.Lse 

y2 (k) 0; 

t:IIU 

k=k+l; 

e nd 

xl = sqrt((pipeline radius~2)-(y1.~2)); 

s = sqrt(xl.~2 + (( x1. ~4) . /(yl.~2))); 

area water= ((-!*(pipeline radiusA2))*(acos(xl/pipeline radius))) + 
(pipeline r9dius*xl.*(sin(acos(xl/pipeline radiusllll + -
((pi/2)*((pipeline radius~2)- (s.~2))) + ((s . ~2).*acos(xl. /s))

(s.*xl.*sin(acos(xl. /s)))- (2*xl.*yl)- (2*(x1.~3)./yl) ; 
area_oil = (pi*pipeline_radius~2) - area_water; 

theta • acos(xl/pipeline radius); 
ghama = (pi/2)- theta; -
perimeter water= pipeline radius*(2*ghama); 
perimeter=oil = (2*pi*pipeline_radius) - perimeter_water; 
alpha= acos(xl./s); 
betha - (pi/2)- alpha; 
perimeter_interface = s.*(2*betha); 

velocity oil = flowrate oil./area oil; 
velocity=water = flowrate_water./area_water; 

a '"e 
• Lr ea 

I 

C1 ll 

diameter oil- zeros(size(wireprobe height)); 
diameter=water = zeros(size(wireprobe_heiqht)); 

k = 1; 
while k <• length(wireprobe_height) 

1f (velocity_oil(k) > velocity_water(k)) 
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d1ameter o1l(k) -
(4*area oil(k))./(perimeter oil(k)+perimeter interface(k)); 

diameter_water(k) = (4*area_water(k)) ./perimeter water(k); 

Pls~if (velocity_oil(k) < velocity_water(k)) 

diameter oil(k) - (4*area oil(k)) . /perimeter oil(k); 
diameter-water(k) = - -

(4*area_water(k) )./(perimeter_water(k)+perimeter_interface(k) ) ; 

else 

diameter_oil(k) = (4*area oil(k))./perimeter oil(k); 
diameter_water(k) (4*area_water(k)) ./perimeter_water(k); 

end 

k=k+l; 

end 

• 11 - r.umber 
Reynolds_oil = (density_oil*velocity_oil.*diameter_oil)/viscosity_oil; 
Reynolds water 

(density_water*velocity_water.*diameter_water)/viscosity_water; 

r t '>l.' P t( all o:c. 
C water zeros(size(wireprobe_height)); 
n_water = zeros(size(wireprobe_height)); 
flowtype_water 

k = 1; 
while k <= length(wireprobe_height) 

if Reynolds_water(k) < 2000 

C water(k) ~ 16; 
n-water(k) = 1; 
flowtype_water = 'Iam1nar ~1 

else Reynolds_water(k) > 4000 

C water(k) = 0.046; 
n-water(k) = 0.2; 
flowtype_water = 'Turru:cr~ F:ow' ; 

else 

C_water(k) = NaN; 
n water(k) = NaN ; 
flowtype_water 

enu 

uns1t1~ndl ~lo~' ; 

k = k+l; 

end 
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Df'trr~nrathn vf r ,.md n, r.::~ml f r .1 ~'la.c. 

fu-;~ 1.1 vuub ... r 
Coil= zeros(size(Reynolds water)); 
n-oil a zeros(size(Reynolds-water)); 
flowtype_oil = ' -

k = 1; 
whi le k <a lenqth(Reynolds_water) 

end 

· Reynolds_oil(k) < 2000 
C oil(k) = 16; 
n=:oil (k) = 1; 
flowtype-oil = Larnu. r FLvw I ; 

els~1f Reynolds_oil(k) > 4000 

C oil(k) = 0.046; 
n=:oil(k) • 0 . 2; 
flowtype_oil .ro~lenr Flow' ; 

else 

C oil(k) = NaN; 
n-oil(k) =- NaN; 
flowtype_oil = "dnslt tOndl Fl 

end 

k = k+l; 

friction oil 
C oil . *({density oil*velocity oil.*diameter oil/viscosity oil) .~(-n oil)); 
friction water=- - - - -
C water.*((density water*velocity water.*diameter water/viscosity water) .A(-
n=:water)); - - - -

: 1 t ~ r <' s f r .1 m 1 w 1 ~ <" r t! )W. 

shearstress oil O.S*(friction oil*density oil) .*(velocity oil.A2); 
shearstress=:water = O.S*(friction_water*density_water).*(velocity_water.A2); 

dpdz = 
((shearstress oil . *perimeter oil)+(shearstress water.*perimeter water))./(-
l*(area oil +-area water));- - -
pressure_drop z abs(dpdz/1000); 

11 t i >n >trrs ui -(' 

shearstress interface (area_oil.*dpdz + shearstress_oil . *perimeter_oil) ./(
l*perimeter=:interface); 

s f r! u>L •'1 •• 1 w1~er ['1";1!:<':; 

fprintf ( '\n\1 '); 
disp( y <Jsst • fldt tnterf.lCt' b~t'Necr ~=ot .lses, •h• pdrdm tt>rs fer oc th 01: 

er ~=oh scs ur~ obtdineJ' ); 
fprintf ( '\ "l ') ; 
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fprintf( 'R1ng Frobe He1ght\~\tW~rc Fr~b~ H iq~~\t\~P~ri~~t~r ~f Qll 
\tFcr1netl r of Wc!t!"r Pll'iSf'\t\+-~rr ... ~::~•rr c f Yrt-f'~fcJ<C\l , .. Ar!"d of , ... 1 

\'"\tArE"! c. lc.iH.J\n' ); 
table 1 = [ringprobe height; wireprobe height; perimeter_oil; perimeter_water; 
per~ter_interface;-area_oil; area_water]; 
fprintf( :0.6f 1 !!' 25 . 6f n .7.of m .Ltf m., ., .Hr.' 2 

',table 1); 
fprintf('-n\r ); 
fprintf( r~:c ,t Oil\t\~vc:c;:-1ty ..Jf wutcr\~\Ulcunrot r of Jil\+-\tvu~f't-er of 

tkeyqolJ~ U11\t\tReyn~!ds Nu~er of ~ater\n' ); 
table_2 = [velocity_oil; velocity_water; diameter_oil; diameter_water; 
Reynolds oil; Reynolds water]; 
fprintf(- 10 - t 'O.H m ~ 1 .bf m .fl.t-f 2'1Jf \r.' ,table_2); 
fprintf( 1ro\• ); 
fprintf( ~r~c ·c.~ctor of oil\t\tFnct1cn foe-tor of W3ter t' .. !.:h€'ur .. :trcs::- uf 

c!r f Prf'J, ,t\tfhC"a ·..- 1f Interf ') ; 
table 3 = [friction oil; friction water; shearstress oil; shearstress water; 
pressure drop; shearstress interface]; - -
fprintf(- J-:-tif Pil 'O . hr t'.J 'L'Jf ~Patr: 'l.H fa ,table_3); 
fprintf ( · \I• n ) ; 

f:"l"t-
disp ( ' apt. t Jr'f .H 

experimental_pressuredrop 
:ct 'U"ll ~ ~f 

rt.eoret1.:c.1l .JJt 'Yu Exp€'rimf'·,tul [.Jt 

= input( '\rflc.:~sc ent-er t'l~" ,,Et •f r 
1mplc ;1 ~ 1 4)1:' ); arr y 

) ; 

ntal data 

subplot(2,l,l),plot(superficialvelocity oil,pressure drop,' -
., superficialvelocity_oil, experimental_pressuredrop. /pipeline_length, '-2-:k' ) 

title( ·c~pn t1f Pre>ssure T[., ruprrfL lcll Vl'lC''lty ':If G1l' ) 
xlabel( 'SJperflPlJ! Velu·1ty cf Oi!, m/s' ) 
ylabel( Pr€'s,ur~ Drop, kPa/m' ) 
legend( 'thcorct~ca! value (w re probcJ ' , ' e>xper1m~P~al vc.~luc' ) 

grid 

f L )t

fprintf ( '\n\n') ; 
disp( pt • ..;h~ I Strcs~ of yntf'If,·~r vs •mE'rflC 1al '.'e>l:>c~.ty •f 01!' ); 

subplot(2,1,2),plot(superficialvelocity oil,shearstress interface,' or' ) 
title( ruph ~f S'lear Stress rf rn•crfu~c v1 Superf1r1·: Vclc c-t+-y of 01L ') 
xlabel( 'Sup"rfi1 '1tl! Vl!ocity o~ Ctl, m/s' ) 
ylabel(' Sh~~r ftrcss of Ir.tcifd~E', Pd' ) 
grid 
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